
Begin by Listening

You Can Distrupt the
Status Quo in Your
Class

"From where I teach, there are so many
systems that I cannot influence yet." But
teachers are agents of change each day
they step into the classroom.  When the
question of  "What are the systems that I
can influence right now?" presents itself,
the answer is: "the ones that govern MY
classroom." 
 
Steps:

"Question the rules, policies, and
customs that govern my classroom
culture."
"Identify any groups in my classroom
that consistently benefit less from the
way things are."
"Change the way I do school so that the
kids who belong to those groups have
more opportunities to succeed."

"Question

the things

that define

your

classroom

culture."

"Any narrative that mutes or denies imperfection silences and refuses our essential humanity."
 

"The ability to listen will not make
teaching easier.  It will not take the
painful parts away , but listening can
give us our children back."
 
Authentic Listening:

Hear what is being spoken without
judgement, solutions or
prescriptions.
"Name what you think you heard
and plan a response."
Go into action

 
"Here, recognize that teaching is not a
monologue. It is a dialogue."

"Creating a
space where
kids feel safe
means that

we must
create a

space where
we share

power. One
can let go of

power
without

letting go of
control. "

Show Kids You Hear
Them
"We've got to listen to them.
Especially when it's clear they are not
listening to us."

Plan and hold class meetings
Invite and honor student feedback
Shift from punitive to instructive
mindset

 

Do Your Homework
and Then Go For It

"Fail to fight an oppressive thing long

enough, and you become it."

Identify why change needs to

happen

Do a little bit of research

Decide what to do and make a plan

Execute the plan

Make Curriculum
Work for Your Kids

"Try to be as inclusive as you
can in all of your teaching, but
lean on the methods and
approaches to which students
respond most favorably."

YEAR

Being a Good Teacher
Versus Being a Good
Employee.

Keep Students in Focus

Questions to keep in mind when

"consuming new professional

development.

1.  Is this source credible? Whose work is

the author referencing? Have I checked

the original source?

2. In my experience, what parts of this

ring true? What parts must I reconsider?

3. If I were to try this tomorrow, what

problems can I anticipate?

4. How can I begin to solve those

problems today?

5. Who else is in this conversation?"

Notice General Trends

Pay Attention to Outliers

All quotes are taken from the text. A sample can be found on the Heinemann website.
https://www.heinemann.com/college/books/e09814#gallery
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